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Bioinclusive
Collaborative and
Participatory Design:
A Conceptual
Framework and a
Research Agenda

Em�ılija Veselova and _Idil Gaziulusoy

ABSTRACT Addressing the current unsustainability
of socio-ecological-technological systems is urgently
required. Unsustainability has been associated with
the anthropocentric cultures of human societies that
focus on their own needs while ignoring and belittling
the needs of other species and natural systems.
Design, including collaborative and participatory
design (C&PD), is one of the multiple ways through
which humans build solutions to satisfy their needs
and wants in an anthropocentric manner. Through an
integrative literature review of C&PD and a bioinclu-
sive ethic (one of the non-anthropocentric frame-
works in environmental ethics), this paper – a revised
and expanded version of a conference paper previ-
ously published in Design Journal (2019) – develops
a conceptual framework for bioinclusive C&PD rooted
in a non-anthropocentric values base. It outlines
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twelve key principles for bioinclusive C&PD and proposes
six avenues for further research.

KEYWORDS: collaborative design, participatory design, environmen-
tal ethics, design for sustainability, non-anthropocentric design, bio-
inclusive design

1. Introduction: Transformation Imperative and Design
Socio-technical-ecological systems need to be urgently transformed
to achieve sustainability. Among the various causes of the crises,
some research (e.g. Ceballos et al. 2015; Ripple et al. 2017; Zylstra
et al. 2014) highlights the strong link between ecological degradation
and anthropocentric cultures. Anthropocentric societies tend to focus
on their own needs while ignoring or belittling the needs of other spe-
cies and natural systems (Hajjar Leib 2011; Kotz�e 2014). This signifi-
cantly contributes to overuse of natural resources, destruction of
natural habitats, and human-caused climate change. Therefore, sus-
tainability transformations require a shift from the anthropocentric
(particularly Western) values base towards a non-anthropocentric val-
ues base that considers and supports the needs of nonhumans.

The anthropocentric values base also strongly manifest in the dom-
inant discourse and practice of design. Design, as its formalization as
a profession during the Industrial Revolution, has focused on the satis-
faction of human needs and desires, first through technology-driven
and then through human-centered practices (Ceschin and Gaziulusoy
2020). Starting from the second half of the twentieth century, stake-
holder participation in design processes further supported satisfaction
of human needs and wants (Cross 1972; Lee 2008). The emerging
participatory approaches strived to include and actively involve stake-
holders, especially future users, as design partners or co-designers
(Hyysalo et al. 2014; Simonsen and Robertson 2012). Over time, these
approaches evolved and diversified, creating nuanced categories –

such as co-design, participatory design, participatory innovation –

each with it’s own scholarly and practice communities, aiming to
address different aspects of participation. Despite this diversification,
the dominant anthropocentric values base remained. Therefore, in this
article, we focus on the broad spectrum of participatory approaches
which actively involve stakeholders as design partners which we refer
to as collaborative and participatory design (C&PD).

C&PD processes tend to focus on the needs of humans and
human-made systems and, typically, leave out considerations about
natural nonhumans. However, sustainability transformations would
require C&PD to become inclusive of and attentive to the needs of
nonhumans (Abson et al. 2017; Ives et al. 2018). Nonhuman per-
spectives could be included in C&PD, as C&PD encourages and
supports the representation and participation of different perspec-
tives. Early work in this direction has already emerged, and we
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present it in sections 3.3. and 3.4. However, as such work is new
and emerging; a solid theoretical ground onto which nature-inclusive
C&PD could be built has not yet been established. Such a theoretical
ground would need to be based in both environmental ethics and
C&PD: to grasp non-anthropocentric perspectives and re-assess
and transform C&PD constructs. In our research, we make an
attempt to create such theoretical ground by critically analyzing
C&PD through the lens of a bioinclusive ethic, one of the non-
anthropocentric environmental ethical frameworks. We presented our
early considerations about the implication of the bioinclusive ethics
on C&PD at the European Academy of Design Conference 2019,
proceedings of which were published as a supplement of the Design
Journal (Veselova and Gaziulusoy 2019). Since then, we have signifi-
cantly deepened our perspectives. This article presents a succinct
overview of C&PD, an expanded perspective on the bioinclusive
ethic, and some updated and mostly new considerations on bioinclu-
sive C&PD. The next section presents our methodology and findings.
In Section 3, we present a conceptual framework for bioinclusive
C&PD and identify questions for further research.

2. An Integrative Conceptual Framework for
Bioinclusive C&PD
2.1. Methodology
We conducted a two-part, systematic, integrative literature review
(Booth, Sutton, and Papaioannou 2016; Torraco 2016) with the fol-
lowing research questions: (a) What is C&PD and its key characteris-
tics? and (b) What is a bioinclusive ethic and its key characteristics?
First, we found 235 resources by expert suggestions, bibliographic
and citation searches, and twenty-two search terms in the Academic
Search Elite database. We selected 121 of them to review in detail
based on their ability to contribute knowledge for answering the
research questions and the credibility of the source. We reviewed the
selected resources qualitatively via content analysis and then deep-
ened the findings on the bioinclusive ethic with a brief review of envir-
onmental ethics, conducted through using The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Brennan and Lo 2016) and two intro-
ductory books (Boylan 2013; Sandler 2018). Finally, we integrated
insights about C&PD and the bioinclusive ethic, elaborated the
potential implications of the ethic for C&PD and developed the pro-
posed conceptual framework for bioinclusive C&PD.

2.2. C&PD
Typically, there are two main types of participants in design processes:
expert designers and stakeholders. Expert designers are professionally
trained in design and accountable for the processes and approaches
used (Bødker, Kensing, and Simonsen 2011; Manzini 2015). Defining
with clarity who and what counts as a stakeholder is harder and, in
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most cases, contextual. A stakeholder, in general understanding, is
“one who is involved in or affected by a course of action.” In design, the
definitions and terms used to identify a stakeholder range from passive
terms – such as user, informant or implicated actor (Clarke and Star
2008; Zhang and Dong 2016) – to active ones, such as partner, co-
designer, user-designer, diffused designer, and non-expert designer
(Lee 2008; Manzini 2015; Simonsen and Robertson 2012). Some
research challenges the perspective that there is a strict, easily defin-
able boundary between designers and stakeholders as actors from
both of these categories can be actively involved in designing (e.g.
Hyysalo, Johnson, and Juntunen 2017; Kohtala, Hyysalo, and Whalen
2020). Nevertheless, our review showcased that the strict distinction
between designers and stakeholders is still part of dominant discourse
and practice in C&PD. Therefore, in this paper, we adopt a similar
clear-cut division and define a stakeholder as an actor without formal
design training who can inform, be involved in, or be affected by the
design process and its outcomes.

Stakeholders are involved in design processes to varying extents
that can be arranged along a spectrum. Design researchers concep-
tualize and name involvement typologies and the spectrum differently.
For example, Harder, Burford, and Hoover (2013) conceptualized a
six-level spectrum; meanwhile, Hyysalo and Johnson (2015), Lee
(2008), and Zhang and Dong (2016) proposed differing four-level
models. Each of these models encompasses some common and
some unique characteristics. In Table 1, we summarize the perspec-
tives in a seven-level spectrum. Although Table 1 seems to imply
strict boundaries between the spectrum levels, they are blurred, and
a design process can include several types of involvement. Therefore,
the spectrum should be viewed as an overview of the involvement
variations rather than a collection of clear-cut categories.

Our findings indicate that C&PD is typically viewed as an
approach in which designers involve stakeholders as active partici-
pants. Designers are seen as the experts of the design process
(Taffe 2015) while stakeholders are seen as the experts of their own
lives (Simonsen and Robertson 2012) who can contribute perspec-
tives and knowledge from various domains and levels of expertise
(Mattelm€aki, Brandt, and Vaajakallio 2011). C&PD literature predom-
inantly focuses on processes in which designers lead the efforts and
invite stakeholders to participate rather than on designers assisting
stakeholders in projects driven by stakeholders. Therefore, C&PD is
most closely linked to the involved as design partners level of the
involvement spectrum. However, there is no standard approach in
C&PD as projects differ according to several variables (see Table 2).
As a result, standard terminology or framework of approaches for
stakeholder participation are non-existent (Taffe 2015). The terms
participation, participatory design, co-design, co-creation and collab-
orative design carry multiple meanings (Harder, Burford, and Hoover
2013; Lenskjold, Olander, and Halse 2015). They are used
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TABLE 1.
The seven levels of the stakeholder involvement spectrum.

Stakeholder
involvement and
power to affect
the process

Stakeholder
level

Brief description
of the level Key references

LOW
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j

Denigrated Designers do not
recognize an
actor as a
relevant
stakeholder.

Harder, Burford,
and
Hoover 2013

Neglected Designers
recognize an
actor as a
potentially
relevant
stakeholder but
choose to
exclude them.

Harder, Burford,
and
Hoover 2013

Observed for
inspiration

Designers
recognize an
actor as a
potentially
relevant
stakeholder
and observe
them for
inspiration; the
stakeholder
has no direct
impact on
the process.

Hyysalo and
Johnson 2015
Lee 2008
Zhang and
Dong 2016

Studied
for insights

Designers
recognize an
actor as a
relevant
stakeholder
and learn
about them
through
research that
guides the
design
process; the
stakeholder is
a passive
informant and
has no direct
impact on the
design process
and outcomes.

Hyysalo and
Johnson 2015
Sanders and
Stappers 2008
Zhang and
Dong 2016

Involved as
design partners

Designers
recognize an
actor as a
relevant
stakeholder
and involve
them as an
active design
partner;
stakeholders

Harder, Burford,
and Hoover
2013
Lee 2008
Simonsen and
Robertson
2012
Zhang and
Dong 2016

(Continued)
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interchangeably by some while carrying specific, clearly defined
meanings for others. Moreover, C&PD researchers organize their
understanding of the subfield into dissimilar frameworks (e.g.
Hyysalo and Johnson 2015; Sanders and Stappers 2008; Steen
2011). Therefore, we devised our classification of approaches within
the field (see Table 3) according to two variables: (a) the time of
stakeholder participation and (b) the main reason for stakeholder
involvement (see Table 2). In a design project, design time and use
time are not always distinct and, in some cases, they overlap
(Botero and Hyysalo 2013); similarly, the reasons for stakeholder
involvement can overlap and intertwine. Nevertheless, for the sake
of simplicity we retain the binary view of time and a clear-cut view
of the reasons for participation.

2.3. The bioinclusive ethic
Environmental ethics is a type of applied ethics that strives to estab-
lish the moral relationship between humans and nature (Allhoff 2011;
Sandler 2018). It strives to outline how humans “ought” to treat

TABLE 1.
(Continued).

Stakeholder
involvement and
power to affect
the process

Stakeholder
level

Brief description
of the level Key references

j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j

HIGH

have an active
role in and
impact on the
whole or parts
of the design
process.
Designers
retain the
majority of
the power.

Supported in
creating
designs

Designers act as
skilled helpers
in design
processes led
by
stakeholders.
Stakeholders
retain the
majority of the
power in
the process.

Lee 2008
Zhang and
Dong 2016

Designing for and
by themselves

There is no
explicit
involvement of
designers in
the process;
stakeholders
design
by themselves.

Hyysalo,
Johnson, and
Juntunen 2017
Manzini 2015
Zhang and
Dong 2016
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TABLE 2.
Key variables in C&PD and their variations.

Variable Variations Key references

Reason for stakeholder
involvement

Political/moral: To
enable people to
affect design
decisions that
influence their lives

Carroll and Rosson
2007
Kujala 2003
Simonsen and
Robertson 2012

Pragmatic: To increase
the quality,
applicability and
usability of solutions

Kristensson and
Magnusson 2010
Lundstr€om,
Savolainen, and
Kostiainen 2016
Steen, Manschot, and
De Koning 2011

Innovativeness related:
To increase the
amount and
innovativeness of
ideas and solutions

Kristensson,
Magnusson, and
Matthing 2002
Mitchell et al. 2016

Commercial: To
strengthen the brand,
build customer loyalty
and increase
competitiveness
and revenue

Kristensson,
Magnusson, and
Matthing 2002
Steen, Manschot, and
De Koning 2011
Vargo and
Lusch 2004

Time of involvement Design time: A period
when a solution is
developed before it is
taken into use

Botero and Hyysalo
2013
Fischer, Nakakoji, and
Ye 2009
Giaccardi and
Fischer 2008

Use time: A period when
a solution is taken
into actual use; the
context and
needs emerge

Focus of the process Research:
Understanding the
current situation,
stakeholder
perspectives, needs

Sanders and Stappers
2008
Steen 2013

Design: Ideating,
designing and
creating a solution

Actors that set goals Only designers Lee 2008
Sanders and Stappers
2008
Steen 2013

Designers and one type
of stakeholder

Designers and a few
types of stakeholder

Designers and all
stakeholders

Actors that
make decisions

Only designers Harder, Burford, and
Hoover 2013Designers and one type

of stakeholder
Designers and a few

types of stakeholder
Designers and all

stakeholders
Variety of stakeholders One type of stakeholder Harder, Burford, and

Hoover 2013A few types of
stakeholder

(Continued)
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nature (Boylan 2013; Brennan and Lo 2016) and provides “methods
and resources, such as rules, principles or guidelines to help make
decisions in concrete situations” (Sandler 2018, 2). Environmental
ethics explores what, if anything, in the natural environment has
moral standing and intrinsic value alongside its instrumental value
(Brennan and Lo 2016). An element has instrumental value when it is
useful for humans to reach their goals; the same element has intrinsic
value if it is important in itself, regardless of its usefulness to humans
(Brennan and Lo 2016; Sandler 2018). There is no consensus on
which elements of nature have intrinsic value and, thus, moral stand-
ing. Anthropocentric frameworks assign intrinsic value only to
humans; meanwhile, non-anthropocentric frameworks assign it also
to some elements of nature (Boylan 2013; Sandler 2018). The
anthropocentric frameworks underlie and directly or indirectly support
extractive capitalism, pervasive colonial politics of depredation and
environmental violence, severe biodiversity crisis, and climate
change. Therefore, anthropocentric environmental ethical frameworks
are directly in conflict with the emerging multispecies turn in sustain-
ability science (Rupprecht et al. 2020) and with the calls for epis-
temological and methodological decolonization in design, science,
and humanities (Boisselle 2016; Escobar 2018; Schultz et al. 2018).
They also significantly hinder required urgent, transformative actions
for materializing sustainable futures.

There are various non-anthropocentric ethical frameworks which
are often grouped into two main categories: individualistic and holis-
tic environmental ethics (Brennan and Lo 2016; Sandler 2018).
Individualistic frameworks argue that only (some) individual organisms
can have intrinsic value and moral standing (Sandler 2018). There
seem to be three main individualist perspectives: (a) ratiocentrism,
which only grants moral standing to rational beings, such as humans,
any other highly rational species, and robust AI; (b) sentientism,
which grants moral standing to organisms with psychological capa-
bilities, such as humans, other mammals and birds; and (c) biocen-
trism, which grants moral standing to all living organisms (Brennan

TABLE 2.
(Continued).

Variable Variations Key references

Many or all types of
stakeholder

Number of stakeholders One stakeholder Harder, Burford, and
Hoover 2013A few stakeholders

Many stakeholders
Number of stages of the
design process with
stakeholder involvement

One stage, for example,
in research, analysis,
ideation, solution
design or testing

Harder, Burford, and
Hoover 2013
Hoyer et al. 2010

Two or more stages
All stages
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TABLE 3.
The key sub-approach groups in C&PD.

Group of
C&PD
sub-
approaches

Time of
involvement

Reason(s) for
involvement Sub-approaches Key references

Participatory
design (PD)

Design time Political/moral Classical
Scandinavian
PD: Focused
on the
democratization
of workplaces
in the 1960s
and ’70s in
Scandinavian
countries

Clement and
Van den
Besselaar
1993
Ehn 1993,
2008
Kensing and
Greenbaum
2012

Contemporary PD:
Focuses on
conducting
democratic,
participatory
processes and
the facilitation
of the genuine
participation of
marginalized
groups,
especially in the
public sector

Huybrechts,
Benesch, and
Geib 2017
Keshavarz
and Maz�e
2013
Parker and
Schmidt 2017
Seravalli,
Agger
Eriksen, and
Hillgren 2017

Collaborative
design
before use

Design time Pragmatic
Innovativeness-
related
Commercial

Co-design (also
collaborative
design, co-
creative design,
cooperative
design): A
design-focused
approach in
which
designers strive
to co-
understand
design
challenges and
co-design
solutions with
stakeholders,
especially
future users

Bradwell and
Marr 2008
Mattelm€aki
and Sleeswijk
Visser 2011
Sanders and
Stappers
2008
Steen 2013

Co-creation: A
business-
focused
approach in
which
designers and
other
representatives
of the business
co-create
product and
service
offerings with

Hoyer et al.
2010
Roser
et al. 2009

(Continued)
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and Lo 2016; Sandler 2018). Meanwhile, the holistic frameworks
attribute intrinsic value and moral standing with a more systemic
approach. There seem to be six main holistic perspectives: (a) eco-
centrism grants moral standing to living systems (Sandler 2018); (b)
the land ethic grants moral standing to land and its aspects – waters,
soil, flora and fauna – and argues for a respectful relationship with
nature (Sandler 2018); (c) deep ecology grants intrinsic value to all liv-
ing things and views nature as part of the human self (Brennan and

TABLE 3.
(Continued).

Group of
C&PD
sub-
approaches

Time of
involvement

Reason(s) for
involvement Sub-approaches Key references

the current and
future
customers

Collaborative
design
in use

Use time Political/Moral
Pragmatic
Innovativeness-
related
Commercial

Meta-design:
Designers
create
complete but
flexible design
solutions which
include tools to
enable future
users to adjust
the solution
during the
use time

Botero and
Hyysalo 2013
Ehn 2008
Fischer et al.
2004
Fischer,
Nakakoji, and
Ye 2009

Lead-user
approach:
Designers
engage lead
users – a
special type of
elite, highly-
skilled user that
is already
experiencing
the future
needs of
regular users –

in order to
redesign
existing and
design
new solutions

Churchill, von
Hippel, and
Sonnack
2009
Hyysalo et al.
2014
Von
Hippel 2005

Living labs:
Designers
involve various
stakeholders in
their real-life
setting to test
and adjust initial
designs over
extended
periods of time

Almirall and
Wareham
2011;
Garcia Robles
et al. 2016;
Kanstrup
2017
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Lo 2016); (d) social ecology views nature as part of humans and vice
versa, grants moral standing to nature and views environmental chal-
lenges as social challenges (Brennan and Lo 2016); (e) ecofeminist
ethics links oppression and abuse of nature to oppression of women
and argue for dismantling of the oppressive patriarchal systems
(Brennan and Lo 2016); (f) new animist ethics challenge the rational,
positivist Western views of reality, in which nature is solely a material
resource and has no consciousness or sentience, by proposing,
similarly to indigenous perspectives, to respectfully engage with nat-
ural entities (Brennan and Lo 2016). Each of the abovementioned
perspectives has its proponents and critics. We selected the bioin-
clusive ethic to integrate with C&PD. We have several reasons to
have done so. However, before we present our reasoning, we need
to introduce the bioinclusive ethic in more detail.

The bioinclusive ethic is a non-anthropocentric, new animist eth-
ical framework (Brennan and Lo 2016) developed by environmental
philosopher Freya Mathews (2011). It expands moral considerations
from only humans to natural nonhuman beings (Mathews 2011).
Mathews (2006, 2008, 2010, 2011) uses the term nonhuman to refer
to natural entities that are not human, including individual living
organisms and living systems such as rivers and the biosphere.
Three interrelated, interdependent pillars of this ethic make it unique:
(a) a non-dualistic definition of nature; (b) a shift toward a post-
materialist conception of reality rooted in new animist perspectives;
and (c) a shift toward synergy between humans and nonhumans.

The first pillar advocates for and proposes a non-dualistic, inclu-
sive definition of nature. The dualistic view, prominent in Western cul-
tures and philosophy, defines nature as something detached and
autonomous from humans (Mathews 2011; Brennan and Lo 2016).
The bioinclusive ethic proposes an alternative, inclusive definition: “It
is possible… to understand nature not substantially, in terms of
things which exist independently of human intention, but modally, as
the collective pursuit of conative ends in accordance with the prin-
ciple of least resistance” (Mathews 2011, 374). Conativity refers to
an entity striving to maintain itself and realize its inherent potential
(Mathews 2006, 2011), which is also referred to as autopoiesis
(Mathews 2010; Maturana and Varela 1980). Autopoiesis, according
to Wilson and Foglia (2015), “describes living systems as active,
adaptive, self-maintaining and self-individuating, that is, as having the
property of self-reproducing through self-regulating strategies”; it is a
certain form of cognition within the being or system that allows it to
maintain itself. The principle of least resistance refers to the inclin-
ation of conative beings to preserve energy while pursuing their own
ends, and allowing and supporting other beings to pursue theirs as
much as possible (Mathews 2011). For example, an organism, if pos-
sible, avoids obstacles, but when confrontation is inevitable and
necessary for survival; “it may… seek to turn the maneuvers of its
opponent against it” (Mathews 2010, 369). The ethic acknowledges
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that humans differ from other conative beings: they have reflexive
awareness with which they may disregard the principle of least resist-
ance and act in accordance with other principles stemming from, for
example, culture or socio-economic-technical systems (Mathews
2011). Overall, the bioinclusive ethic conceptualizes nature as a col-
lective of human and nonhuman living beings that pursue their own
needs while allowing and enabling other living beings to pursue
theirs. It grants moral standing and intrinsic value to both human and
nonhuman members of this collective while still acknowledging that
humans differ from other conative beings.

The second pillar advocates for a shift in the human conception of
reality from the currently dominant materialism to post-materialism
(Mathews 2006). Mathews (2006) understands materialism as a view
of physical reality that sees reality itself as “lacking any inner principle,
any attribute analogous to mentality – subjectivity, spirit, sentience,
agency or conativity" (Mathews 2006, 86). Mentality here refers to a
certain type of cognition or consciousness (Brennan and Lo 2016;
Wilson and Foglia 2015). The ethic argues that materialistic views
have enabled humans to view nature solely as a collection of control-
lable mechanisms and causal relationships, and to unapologetically
use nature to satisfy our own needs and desires, leading to environ-
mental degradation (Mathews 2006). To overcome the crisis, human-
ity should shift to a post-materialistic conception of reality (Mathews
2006). In post-materialism, humans recognize the “mentalistic aspect
of physicality” (Mathews 2006, 93) and the “psychophysical nature of
reality” (Mathews 2010). These perspectives build upon indigenous
views that nonhuman beings – such as animals, plants, rocks, for-
ests and weather systems – have sacred souls that must be
respected (Brennan and Lo 2016):

When a forest is no longer sacred, there are no spirits to be pla-
cated and no mysterious risks associated with clear-felling it. A
disenchanted nature is no longer alive. It commands no respect,
reverence or love. It is nothing but a giant machine, to be mas-
tered to serve human purposes (Brennan and Lo 2016, para. 35)

Therefore, the ethic argues for post-materialism, in which norms,
rules and values should stem from respect toward the conativity of
natural entities (Mathews 2006). Thus, materialistic knowledge about
nature rooted in anthropocentrism (White 1967), must be supple-
mented and even subsumed by more metaphysical, poetic, secular
views on matter and nature (Mathews 2006). Overall, the bioinclusive
ethic argues that natural beings and systems have a particular kind
of mind, cognition or “mentality” which humans should acknowledge
and account for, and humans should supplement their scientific,
materialistic quest to understand nature with ways of knowing that
account for nonhuman mentality.

The third pillar of the ethic advocates for a shift in human relation-
ships with nature from domination to synergy. Currently, humans
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dominate nature by perceiving it as a separate entity to be tamed
and used to satisfy all human desires and needs (Brennan and Lo
2016; Mathews 2006). Humans should instead be in synergy with
nature: viewing themselves as part of nature, recognizing the mental-
ity of other natural elements, and allowing nonhumans to co-shape
human desires and actions (Mathews 2006, 2008, 2011). Mathews
(2006) exemplified this with a case of developing a hair gel harmless
for rivers. She proposes that before co-shaping the requirements for
the gel, it is important to allow the needs of the river to inform
whether such a gel is needed at all:

The questions we should be asking of the river is not merely,
what does it want from this hair gel, but what does it want from
us? …When we ask this question, we might find that the kind of
people the river wants us to be and the kind of cultures it wants
us to create make us forget about hair gel altogether (Mathews
2006, 107; original emphasis)

In this way, there would be no separation between sustainability-
aligned and sustainability-unaligned desires and means (Mathews
2011). Synergy has developed in living systems through evolution;
meanwhile, human societies have strived to separate from and dom-
inate nature and need to intentionally realign with synergy (Mathews
2011). This realignment should not reverse human societies to their
primitive beginnings but rather re-shift the developed culture
(Mathews 2010); unfortunately, the ethic does not provide any clarifi-
cation of what this means in practice.

The ethic also describes synergy as the “reflective participation in
creative co-action” (Mathews 2010, 10; original emphasis). It sug-
gests that humans can develop synergy through communicative
engagements with nonhumans via, for example, experiential learning
or animist-inspired rituals (Mathews 2010, 2011) rooted in post-
materialist perception of reality and reflection on the metaphysical,
philosophical meanings of the interactions (Mathews 2008, 2010).
Such views correlate with recent calls in environmental psychology
for reconnecting humans and nature through reflective encounters
(Ives et al. 2018; Zylstra et al. 2014) which do not, however, require
a shift to a post-materialist conception of reality. The current materi-
alist conception makes it challenging to imagine communicative
engagement, not only with non-communicative living organisms and
systems, but also with communicative animals, such as birds and
dogs. Thus, creative co-action with nonhumans requires a shift in
our conception of reality, including scientific ontologies and episte-
mologies, and the acknowledgement of non-Western, indigenous,
experiential knowledge and engagements with nature.

The bioinclusive ethic provides unconventional, non-anthropocen-
tric grounds for integration with C&PD, yet it has its limitations. The
ethic has been defined by a single author in one of her works (see
Mathews 2011). It is supported and further fleshed out by her other
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work and contextualized as a new animist ethic by The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Brennan and Lo 2016). No other
authors have yet discussed the ethic. This poses challenges to
engaging with and building an understanding of this framework
through multiple, differing perspectives. Moreover, it has been chal-
lenging to find direct critiques of the ethic while building an under-
standing of it. We have only been able to locate critiques of new
animism overall. The critiques and our own engagement with the
ethic suggest that the framework remains vague in its definitions of
mentality, how it presents in entities and which entities exactly have
or do not have it (Andrews 1998). The ethic also provides little guid-
ance as to how its principles, views and proposed synergy with
nature can be achieved in practice. Furthermore, the bioinclusive
ethic is not the only area of thought that argues for post-materialism.
Post-humanism and its branches, for example, new materialism
(Braidotti and Hlavajova 2018) propose and build thought structures
on similar ideas. Finally, others (e.g. Haraway 2016; Tsing 2015;
Kimmerer 2013; Walsh, B€ohme, and Wamsler 2020; West et al.
2020) have also proposed non-dualistic definitions of nature and
focus on the relation between humans and nature. It seems that
these authors and areas of thought arrive to very similar arguments
while departing from differing starting points. Therefore, it seems that
further work on developing the bioinclusive C&PD should also con-
sider other areas of thought besides the bioinclusive ethic and other
environmental ethics to acknowledge existing theoretical and poten-
tially practical structures for non-anthropocentric C&PD.

While acknowledging the limitations of the ethic and existence of
other similar and more commonly used perspectives, we still view
the bioinclusive ethic as an important perspective to integrate with
C&PD, mainly due to three reasons. First, it provides a starkly differ-
ent view of nature, conception of reality and ways to interact with
nature than most Western environmental ethical frameworks. Other
non-anthropocentric frameworks originate in and encompass the
dualistic human–nature divide and materialism, seemingly without
sufficiently questioning them (Boylan 2013; Sandler 2018). Current
C&PD is also rooted in human–nature dualism and materialism,
which can be examined through the alternative bioinclusive lens.
Second, the bioinclusive ethic accentuates the changes needed in
human society for reaching sustainability (Mathews 2008, 2011) while
most Western environmental ethics do not. Other ethical frameworks
arise from concerns about the degraded, fragile state of “wild”
nature, the “wilderness and focus on identifying natural elements with
intrinsic value and establishing rightness or wrongness of acts
towards them while lacking concrete arguments on ways to yield
systemic sustainability” (Brennan and Lo 2016). Meanwhile, the bioin-
clusive ethic proposes synergy as an option for realigning humans
with the rest of nature. Finally, the bioinclusive ethic has previously
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engaged with design when Mathews (2011) sought to strengthen the
philosophical bases for biomimetic design.

3. A Conceptual Framework and Research Directions
for Bioinclusive C&PD
The bioinclusive ethic provides one of the alternative ways to look at
the current C&PD embedded in the anthropocentric societies that
dominate nature and serve the needs of (some) humans above any-
thing else. Although a fully bioinclusive C&PD is impossible to achieve
right away – or, potentially, ever – the ethic provides an opportunity
to reflect upon the assumptions, unspoken agreements and practi-
ces of C&PD. We focused on five interrelated areas that seemed
especially prominent: the goals and aims of processes; the distinc-
tion between needs and desires; the inclusion of nonhuman stake-
holders; the development of nonhuman-inclusive processes; and
definitions of C&PD, designer and design. This paper does not aim
to provide comprehensive, fully developed explorations of these
areas. Rather, we aim to contribute to and strengthen the discussion
on how C&PD can become more inclusive of the needs of nat-
ural nonhumans.

3.1. Goals and aims
The goals and aims of C&PD processes require critical reflection.
Currently C&PD is embedded in the dominant, Western worldviews –

which view humans as separate from and entitled to dominate nature
– and socio-economical-technical systems. Both impact the goals
and aims of the projects but are rarely made explicit. The Western
worldviews likely dictate that C&PD only serves humans and ensures
that the new solutions fit the Western worldview, even if designed for
other contexts. More concretely, C&PD likely (predominantly) designs
only for humans; disregards any relevant natural nonhuman stake-
holders; takes for granted and fails to acknowledge nonhuman
instrumental contributions; and disregards any damage it might
cause to nonhumans. The dominant socio-economical-technical sys-
tems also impact design goals, aims and behaviors. Generally, they
likely lead to the creation of solutions that fit or barely modify the cur-
rent societal structures, neoliberal economy and underlying power
dynamics. Unfortunately, the goals and aims of the Western world-
views and the dominant socio-economical-technical systems are not
aligned with the needs of the biosphere. Thus, the inherited goals
and aims in C&PD are likely contrary to those of sustainability, and
most, if not all, C&PD projects contribute to the degradation, rather
than sustenance or regeneration, of nature. Therefore, when striving
to build a sustainable world, it is critical to (a) scrutinize which design
goals and aims stem from the dominant worldviews and systems
and (b) establish whether, why, how and when C&PD should strive
to shift or to maintain the dominant status quo. Some research has
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touched upon the relevance and impact of structural elements, such
as time (Pschetz and Bastian 2018) and political structures
(Pedersen 2016), on C&PD, but extensive further research is still
required. The discourse of decolonizing design has reflected on the
worldviews underlying design by questioning which of them come
from Western colonialism, anthropocentrism, modernism, white
supremacy, racism, rationalism, capitalism, and neoliberalism (e.g.
Schultz et al. 2018; Tlostanova 2017). The sustainability transforma-
tions discourse has also started to acknowledge and research how
the Western worldviews inform the sustainability discourse and
developed solutions. For example, Lam et al. (2020) reviewed the
role and the expansive potential of indigenous perspectives when
shaping goals and solutions in sustainability. C&PD would likely
benefit from these research areas in uncovering hidden aims, goals
and structures. The following questions could be explored in further
research: Who and what shapes the goals and aims of the project?
What kind of worldview and system requirements inform the goals
and aims? How do the project goals and aims represent the needs
of nonhumans? Answers to these questions can articulate both the
visible and covert project goals and aims and explicate who and
what has the power to set them.

3.2. Needs versus desires
The bioinclusive perspectives also urge us to reflect upon the neces-
sity to differentiate between needs and desires. The bioinclusive ethic
asserts that human desires should be co-shaped by natural nonhu-
mans. Though the ethic does not clearly define needs and desires
nor ways to differentiate between them, it seems to imply that needs
are aspects that humans need in order to survive as a species while
desires are aspects that exceed mere survival. Interestingly, C&PD
rarely uses the word desires to describe the aspiration of humans to
do, have or create something. The term needs is more prominent.
C&PD and bioinclusive ethic likely view needs and desires differently.
For instance, the example of hair gel presented above indicates that,
from the bioinclusive perspective, hair gel is likely to be a desire;
meanwhile, a C&PD project would be likely to consider it a need.
Therefore, C&PD most likely does not differentiate between needs
and desires. Although discussion on the differences is ongoing in the
sustainability discourse (e.g. Jackson, Jager, and Stagl 2004; Max-
Neef 1989), our review indicates that it has not yet been embedded
in C&PD. This lack of differentiation could be linked to the
“confusion” between needs and desires in dominant worldviews and
systems. For example, Jackson, Jager, and Stagl (2004) suggested
that there are two key discourses that impact on the view of the div-
ision between needs and desires. First, economics seem to mainly
focus on desires because economic activity benefits from satisfying
limitless human desires instead of finite human needs (Jackson,
Jager, and Stagl 2004). This perspective likely informed C&PD as
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design has been developed and used within the economic paradigm.
Second, varied needs theories that propose differing perspectives
(Jackson, Jager, and Stagl 2004), such as Maslow’s (1943) hierarch-
ical pyramid of needs and Max-Neef (1989) axiological theory of
needs and their satisfiers. Currently, the dominant C&PD discourse
does not seem to engage with such theories. Additionally, each
human participant likely would add own perspectives on the division
between needs and desires. Thus, C&PD could have a tendency to
focus on designing for human desires rather than needs. If C&PD
starts shifting toward bioinclusive practice, systematically integrating
discussions on the difference between needs and desires into its the-
ory and practice is critical.

3.3. Nonhuman stakeholders
The bioinclusive perspectives urged us to revisit the unwritten criteria
for recognizing a party as a stakeholder of a C&PD project. The bio-
inclusive ethic argues that natural nonhumans have moral standing
and should co-shape human desires and developments that satisfy
these desires. Earlier we defined a stakeholder as an actor without
formal design training who can inform and is involved in or affected
by the design process and its outcomes. Thus, a relevant nonhuman
can qualify as a stakeholder. However, our review indicates that cur-
rently almost no C&PD projects acknowledge nonhuman stakehold-
ers. Not only is their moral standing and intrinsic value mostly left
unrecognized, but also, sadly, their instrumental value and contribu-
tion to, for example, providing resources, “ecosystem services” and
waste storing are not recognized. Thus, currently, most C&PD proj-
ects ignore and take for granted all the contributions or value of non-
humans, focusing solely on humans.

Before reflecting upon which nonhuman entities are relevant in
bioinclusive C&PD processes, it is critical to outline the reasons to
involve nonhumans. The bioinclusive ethic highlights that striving
toward sustainability of non-dualistically defined nature is its main
objective. Thus, the key reason for involving nonhuman stakeholders
in bioinclusive C&PD would be the development of sustainable solu-
tions that support life of all nature. Additionally, three of the four cur-
rently established reasons for stakeholder involvement (presented in
Table 2) seem applicable in the bioinclusive context: (a) the political/
moral reason, in the bioinclusive perspective, would suggest that
morally, both human and nonhuman stakeholders should be able to
co-shape the solutions that will affect their lives; (b) the pragmatic
reason, in the bioinclusive perspective would suggests that, by non-
humans co-shaping human desires and means, it would be possible
to satisfy the co-shaped human desires while also satisfying the
needs of nonhumans thus enabling the creation of ends and means
that better satisfy the needs of all stakeholders; (c) the innovative-
ness-related reason would suggests that, together, humans and
nonhumans can co-shape desires and the means to achieve them
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that are unimaginable if solely shaped by one or the other thus ele-
vating the innovativeness level of ideas and solutions. Last reason
correlates to research indicating that innovativeness of ideas and
solution increases when designers are exposed to biological exam-
ples (Cheong and Shu 2013; Wilson et al. 2010). Meanwhile, the
commercial reason for stakeholder involvement (see Table 2) is
rooted in the capitalistic economic paradigm and, predominantly,
strives to promote financial gains. This position is contrary to the bio-
inclusive ethic which focuses on the sustainability of nature rather
than on capital creation for a brand through the creation of desirable
solutions. Therefore, the bioinclusive commercial reason cannot be
outlined before the bioinclusive economy and commerce are out-
lined. This initial review showcases that there are four reasons for
involving nonhuman stakeholders in design, all of which aim to
design sustainable solutions.

As we have identified reason for nonhuman stakeholder involve-
ment, we can start identifying what entities can and should be con-
sidered stakeholders. The bioinclusive perspective argues that
conative beings have moral standing. Unfortunately, it does not pro-
vide a list of conative entities nor a clear, easily applicable rubric with
which to identify one. Moreover, the ethic is not the sole source but
only one of the sources that can provide insight into the types of enti-
ties to involve. Other environmental ethical frameworks, as intro-
duced above, would suggest differing elements to be involved,
ranging from individual beings to holistic living systems. Sustainability
science – which is a research area that strives to build systemic solu-
tions for the sustainability crisis (Bettencourt and Kaur 2011) – likely
would indicate that systemic, holistic natural stakeholders are rele-
vant when striving to build sustainable solutions because sustainabil-
ity is a property of a system, not of its sub-systems and individual
elements (Clayton, Clayton, and Radcliffe 1996). Moreover, indigen-
ous knowledge and perspectives (Lam et al. 2020) would suggests
entities beyond knowledge rooted in dualism and domination over
nature. Importantly, each of these perspectives is likely limited and
can only provide a partial insight about natural entities relevant for
C&PD. Therefore, transdisciplinary efforts (Hadorn et al. 2008) are
likely to be needed to outline which nonhuman entities to include in
C&PD. We use the term transdisciplinary to indicate a research pos-
ition which integrates scientific knowledge and other knowledge,
such as professional knowledge and indigenous knowledge (Hadorn
et al. 2008).

There are precedents and ongoing projects in design and its adja-
cent areas that do recognize or incorporate nonhuman stakeholders.
Westerlaken (2020) has proposed a framework for multispecies per-
spectives on design that acknowledge sentient animals. Akama,
Light, and Kamihira (2020) have argued for an ontological, theoretical
and methodological shift toward considering more-than-humans in
participatory design. Thomas, Remy, and Bates (2017, chap. 3) have
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suggested expanding the concept of a stakeholder, which they refer
to as a user, to include “an object, person, animal, or ecosystem.”
Ongoing research projects, such as Creative Practices for
Transformational Futures (CreaTures n.d.), are exploring the role of
nonhumans in design and other creative practices. The field of ani-
mal–computer interaction views animals as key stakeholders and
users of technologies (Driessen et al. 2014; Piitulainen and Hirskyj-
Douglas 2020; Webber et al. 2020). Some projects have developed
games for nonhuman mammals with their direct participation
(Jørgensen and Wirman 2016; Westerlaken and Gualeni 2014,
2016). Mancini et al. (2015) involved dogs in redesign of a laboratory
machine used by dogs to detect cancerous human tissues. Aspling,
Wang, and Juhlin (2016) conducted a project around plant–computer
interaction aimed at supporting plant–human communication. Avila
(2017) conducted a design project accounting for the needs of plan-
t–insect–human networks. These examples show the potential of
recognizing nonhumans as stakeholders and even as active partici-
pants. Furthermore, the perspective that nature should shape human
activity seems to align with the perspectives of regenerative design
(du Plessis 2012; Lyle 1996). The regenerative design paradigm
“attempts to address the dysfunctional human–nature relationship by
entering into a co-creative partnership with nature” (du Plessis 2012,
19). It views nonhumans as partners with which humans co-evolve
(Cole 2012). Nevertheless, these ideas have not yet gained much
traction in the mainstream C&PD theory and practice. Furthermore,
these ideas require further examination to conclude which, if any, of
them align with the bioinclusive, non-anthropocentric principles.

3.4. Nature-inclusive processes
The inclusion of nonhumans in C&PD requires extensive reflection on
and development of appropriate C&PD processes. As described in
Section 2, currently, stakeholder involvement is unique in every pro-
ject. Designers can choose from and create varied procedures,
methods, and tools to facilitate participation that best supports the
project and matches the participants’ abilities. Therefore, it is impos-
sible to outline a single model for bioinclusive C&PD processes.
Nevertheless, it is possible to outline the initial considerations and
principles. Below, we formulate early considerations for bioinclusive
C&PD processes in design time and use time. These considerations
encompass vagueness in defining what participation is as it is
defined in many ways (Arnstein 1969; Simonsen and Robertson
2012). Unfortunately, an in-depth analysis of the varied perspectives
on participation in C&PD lies outside the scope of this paper.
Therefore, further research is necessary to define the meaning of par-
ticipation in bioinclusive C&PD clearly.

In design time, C&PD approaches (see Table 3) heavily rely on the
ability of one human to communicate with another human via one of,
or the combination of, verbal, visual and bodily communication
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(Simonsen and Robertson 2012). If good communication between
participants is challenging – for example, if one or several participants
are children, do not speak the same language or are physically or
mentally disabled – the process becomes challenging. The inability of
a stakeholder to effectively, clearly communicate their perspectives
to others challenges established C&PD procedures and shifts the
power dynamics (Brereton et al. 2015; Hendriks et al. 2018).
Currently, communicative encounters between humans and nonhu-
mans are limited, which makes the participation of nonhumans as
direct, active partners very challenging. Bioinclusive C&PD would
require the development of alternatives that, hopefully, fully or (more
realistically) partly enable engagement between the human and non-
human stakeholders. We recognize two potential avenues through
which to address this challenge. First, nonhuman stakeholders can
be represented by a human proxy. For example, individuals with new
animist and indigenous worldviews could represent the moral value
and mentality of natural entities; meanwhile, scientists could repre-
sent the instrumental value and systemic roles of the same entities.
Second, involvement approaches should be rethought in a collabora-
tive, transdisciplinary manner. Experts and representatives of
Western and non-Western knowledge fields and researchers of
C&PD should jointly outline ways to foster human and nonhuman
engagement. These two avenues, other opportunities, and their ben-
efits and limitations must be explored in future research.

While the direct participation of nonhumans is challenging in
design time, in use time, direct participation of nonhumans is already
possible. For instance, nonhumans often adjust landscape architec-
ture solutions; meanwhile, dogs can rearrange the interior of a home,
readjust their beds or chew toys. In such cases, the perception of
the action plays a key role: Is the entity damaging the human design
or adjusting it to better satisfy its needs? It is critical to re-examine
what exactly constitutes participation in use time. If only permitted
and encouraged adjustments are considered participation, then co-
design with natural entities in use time faces similar communication
challenges as it does in design time. However, if all types of adjust-
ments are considered participation, then recognizing such participa-
tion requires a mindset shift among humans. In this case, humans
need to foster an open, accepting mindset that views nonhuman-
made changes to a design as adjustments and cases of design in
use. Unfortunately, the participation of nonhumans in use time alone,
without their participation in design time, does not fully align with the
bioinclusive principles. In use time, nonhumans are, most likely,
unable to shape the human desires that have initiated the project
and informed its aims, process and outcomes. Therefore, outlining
nonhuman participation in design time is mandatory in order to fully
enable nonhuman participation in design processes according to the
bioinclusive principles.
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There are existing examples of nonhuman involvement in design.
In design, researchers have involved nonhumans during design time
in three main ways: via human proxy; by investigating them in a nat-
ural habitat; and through direct participation. Frawley and Dyson
(2014) used animal personas to represent the perspectives of chick-
ens in participatory design processes with humans. Several projects
(Avila 2017; Bos et al. 2009; Isokawa et al. 2016; Zeagler et al.
2016) have studied nonhuman stakeholders in their habitat and
through scientific information, but have chosen not to involve them
as direct participants. Meanwhile, others (Jørgensen and Wirman
2016; Mankoff et al. 2005; Westerlaken and Gualeni 2016) have
involved animals as the direct participants of participatory processes,
predominantly through play. Robinson and Torjussen (2020) used
buttons as a communication tool between humans and dogs.
Webber et al. (2020) developed a process where orangutans were
included in the design process through human proxies in design time
and as direct participants in use time. Design researchers have also
facilitated nonhuman participation in use time. Wirman and
Jørgensen (2015) tested solution prototypes with orangutans, and
Galloway (2017) has conducted long-term, open-ended processes
to investigate the relationship between sheep and human-made solu-
tions. Researchers involved in such projects have reflected on the
potential limitations of the nonhuman involvement in the design pro-
ject which seem relevant for bioinclusive design: the inability of non-
humans to impact on the aims and their unequal role in the
processes. Grillaert and Camenzind (2016) have questioned whether
dogs are involved in the setting of goals and truly able to impact on
the goals of a design project they were involved in. Meanwhile,
Westerlaken and Gualeni (2016) and Ritvo and Allison (2014) have
reflected that nonhumans are not, and may never be, equal partici-
pants in human-led design processes. Therefore, such nature-inclu-
sive projects and processes need to be carefully examined in order
to understand what is the role of the nonhuman stakeholders
in them.

3.5. Definitions of C&PD, designer, and design
The inclusion of nonhuman stakeholders would change the spectrum
of stakeholder involvement so that it would represent both types of
stakeholders. The bioinclusive ethic acknowledges that humans differ
from other conative beings in having reflexive awareness (Mathews
2011), and the current dualistic definition of nature is deeply
ingrained in design theory and practice. Therefore, to accentuate the
inclusion of nonhuman perspectives, we choose to represent human
and nonhuman involvement on two separate spectrums and com-
bine them in a matrix (see Figure 1) where, according to the levels
presented in Table 1, the x-axis represents nonhuman involvement
and the y-axis represents human involvement. This matrix served as
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a tool for further reflection and surfaced three key areas for
exploration.

First, the matrix does not represent the structural elements of
C&PD processes. As discussed above, Western worldviews and
socio-economic-technical systems affect design processes; thus,
they have a certain amount of power in design projects. Meanwhile,
the involvement spectrum represents the power stakeholders have
over the process as stakeholders have more power over the process
and outcomes on the right-side of the spectrum. Unfortunately, the
spectrum and, consequently, the matrix do not represent the power
of structural elements. While the matrix may be a useful tool for
reflection on the extent to which nonhuman and human stakeholders
are involved in the process, it does not represent all the power struc-
tures surrounding a project. Therefore, further research is needed in
order to understand and visually represent all the power dynamics in
a bioinclusive C&PD project.

Second, as we attempted to position the bioinclusive C&PD in the
matrix, potential limits of the current C&PD definition surfaced. At the
moment, C&PD predominantly corresponds with the involved as
design partners level of the spectrum. Thus, bioinclusive C&PD
should correspond to the matrix square where both nonhuman and
human stakeholders are involved as design partners. However, the
bioinclusive perspectives suggest that co-creative synergy can also
happen between one human and one or several nonhuman entities.
Thus, in bioinclusive C&PD, a human stakeholder could co-create
with a nonhuman stakeholder with or without a designer. In this case,

Figure 1.
The matrix of human and nonhuman stakeholder involvement in design processes.
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bioinclusive C&PD correlates to a quadrant with human and nonhuman
stakeholders involved as design partners and designing by and for
themselves, represented in Figure 1. As boundaries between spectrum
levels are blurry, bioinclusive C&PD can bleed into the studied for
insights level, for example, if some nonhuman stakeholders are repre-
sented by human proxies. However, such a categorization of bioinclu-
sive C&PD seems to question the widely accepted definition of C&PD
as an approach in which designers invite and involve stakeholders into
design processes. This view seems designer-focused because it accen-
tuates that a designer is crucial to designing in a collaborative manner.
This notion is likely to stem from the roots of design as an expert-spe-
cific practice that was later opened up to non-expert designers.
However, the designer-focused view of C&PD excludes any collective
creativity and design done with minor (or no) designer involvement.
Thus, the bioinclusive perspectives call for an explicit re-evaluation of
the widely accepted definition of C&PD, its boundaries, and the kinds of
creative co-action it excludes.

Third, the development of bioinclusive C&PD also requires a re-
evaluation of the meanings of the terms designer, designing, and
design. When one human and one nonhuman jointly co-shape a
solution, the roles and the act can be categorized and positioned on
the matrix differently. If the human is classified as a designer, then
the process is positioned as denigrating human stakeholders and
involving a nonhuman stakeholder as design partner. If the same per-
son is classified as a stakeholder, the same process is positioned as
a human designing with and for themselves while involving a nonhu-
man entity as a partner in the design process and may or may not
be classified as design. Thus, the same activity can be classified dif-
ferently based on the categorization of the human participant. This
illuminates a challenge with categorizing someone as a designer: Is
the role of a designer only assigned to those with expert training or
also to other individuals who shape solutions for the world?
Furthermore, is design (a) an activity exclusive to expert designers;
(b) the activity of solving a problem; (c) the activity of shaping or
reshaping something; (d) a combination of the previous definitions; or
(e) something else? These question correlate to research striving to
articulate a more complex view on the designer–stakeholder spec-
trum (e.g. Kohtala, Hyysalo, and Whalen 2020) which has a marginal
role in widespread views in C&PD; further research must examine
how such complex views link to the bioinclusive perspectives and
further re-examine the widely accepted definitions. If design is not
solely the activity of expert designers, then any human could be a
designer, and it may indicate that nonhumans can also design.

4. Conclusions
Currently, C&PD focuses on human wants and needs in an
anthropocentric manner which contributes to unsustainability. Having
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reexamined the anthropocentric base of C&PD, we propose twelve
key principles for a non-anthropocentric, bioinclusive C&PD:

1. focuses on principles rather than unified process
prescriptions.

2. openly strives to change the dominant worldview to become
a bioinclusive one:
a. views nature as a living collective that consists of human

and nonhuman beings and systems that pursue their
needs while allowing and enabling other living beings and
systems to pursue theirs.

b. views natural living organisms and systems as having a
particular kind of mentality.

c. strives for synergy with nature in which nonhumans co-
shape human desires and the means of achieving
these desires.

3. acknowledges human and nonhuman stakeholders who can
inform, and are involved in or affected by the design process
and its outcomes:
a. human stakeholders are individuals or communities of

people, and
b. nonhuman stakeholders are living organisms, communities

and systems.
4. acknowledges the intrinsic value and instrumental value of

nonhuman stakeholders.
5. advocates for the inclusion of nonhuman stakeholders in

its projects:
a. primarily, to reach the sustainability of nature, which

includes humans, nonhumans, human-made systems and
natural systems; and

b. secondarily, to allow human and nonhuman stakeholders
to shape solutions that will impact on their lives, to design
solutions that better satisfy the needs of human and non-
human stakeholders and to create innovative solutions
that are unlikely to be imagined solely by humans.

6. explicates structural elements – such as Western worldviews,
socio-economic-technical systems and their principles, aims
and needs – that inform and impact the design process.

7. explicates the process aims that arise from the structural ele-
ments of the process.

8. openly differentiates between human needs, which are
aspects that humans need to survive as a species, and
desires, which are aspects in human life that go beyond
mere survival.

9. enables nonhuman stakeholders to co-shape human desires
and the means to achieve these desires in a way that is
aligned with the needs of nonhuman systems.
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10. definitely includes nonhuman stakeholder participation in
design time and preferably includes it in use time:
a. In design time, this is done via active, direct nonhuman

participation or representation by human proxies.
b. In use time, this is done via nonhuman stakeholder modifi-

cations to a design solution.
11. recognizes that a human or nonhuman stakeholder is also, at

least partly, a designer as they shape the world with or with-
out special training in how to do it.

12. defines designing and design as an activity or act of human
and nonhuman actors, shaping or reshaping something in
the world.

The conceptual framework must be further developed through
transdisciplinary research across at least six research directions:

� systematically uncovering and effectively visualizing structural
elements and their impact

� differentiating between human needs and desires
� developing clear guidelines for identifying relevant nonhuman

stakeholders
� elaborating what constitutes nonhuman stakeholder

participation
� developing practice-relevant principles and guidelines for struc-

turing, planning and conducting bioinclusive C&PD processes
in design time and use time

� re-examining the terms C&PD, designer, designing,
and design.
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